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About Pocket Gems 
 Casual history 

 250 million downloads 

 Founded by 2 engineers in 2009 

 205 people today 



War Dragons 



Events Were a Key Component 

 King of the Hill example 
 
– Teams take down increasingly 

difficult bases 

– Holding the most difficult bases 
earns more points 

– Other teams try to take bases 
to gain points 

 



How we Monetized Events 
  Top prizes were only achieved through paying  

  Once you got the top prize for a given month, we'd 
come out the next month with a slightly better prize 

 



Game Was Doing Well Pre-Boycott 
Revenue by Month MAU by Month



The Letter 
 What was it? 

 

“We	  are	  a	  united	  group	  of	  leaders	  concerned	  
about	  the	  direc5on	  War	  Dragons	  is	  taking…”	  

“Long	  term	  teammates	  are	  planning	  to	  quit”	  	  

“For	  several	  months	  we	  have	  been	  asking	  for	  
changes	  to	  occur”	  

“We	  are	  going	  to	  stop	  spending	  in	  the	  game	  
un5l	  these	  issues	  are	  addressed”	  	  



  We got an extensive list of problems that our players wanted fixed 

Player Boycott- Demands 

Event prizes 
are unbalanced 

Event rewards dependent  
on $ more than skill 

Divine dragons  
are broken 

Game economy  
is broken 

Bugs and glitches 



  We’ve had these types of “boycotts” 
before in other games and they 
quickly break down or are 
unfounded 

  Is it a loud minority or representative 
of a large problem?  

  Do want to be in the business of 
making games that upset our 
players so much they boycott us? 

Is it Actually a Problem?  



Turns Out, it Actually Was a Problem 

Height of boycott 

Churn Rate 



Communication 



How Do We Respond? 

Silence 
Band aid that left the 

players angry 

Happy Medium 
Engage players in a 

conversation to try 
to do some healing 

Agree to all Demands 
Causes problems down the 

road 



Responding – Digging Deep 

  The goal is to create a dialog 

  Help players understand why we made 
certain decisions – then listen! 

  Get to the base assumptions that drive 
their opinions 



Responding – Learning 

  Assumption #1: Payers valued Exclusivity 
–  What we learned: Payers valued power, everyone 

expected Dragons 

  Assumption #2: VIPs cared about winning 
–  What we learned: VIPs cared about their TEAM 

winning 
 
  Assumption #3: Prizes needed to be monthly 
–  What we learned: Community could maintain 

excitement for prizes over a longer time span 



Responding – Monthly à Seasonal Prizes 

Before 

After 



Crisis Averted…For Now… 
Churn Rate 

Released “Seasons” 



Veteran Players 
(Ambassadors) 

Players (In-game) 

Players (Social Media) 

Players (Forums) 

Communication Flow 



Talking to Players 

  Integrated a #slack channel into our 
in-game chat 

  Invited key influencers and VIPs 
(leaders of top teams) to the chat 
group 



Restructuring 

  Created a pod solely focused on retaining 
players 
–  Strong PM 
–  Dedicated QA and engineers 
–  Autonomy to make game changes with 

retention as guiding metric 



Surprise and Delight vs. Pain Relief 
 
 



Quantifying Love and Hate 

 
  For every feature we released, we 

would determined the Love:Hate 
Ratio to anticipate player 
sentiment 4-1 Leave it in 

3-1 It’s not done 

2-1 Not good 
enough 



Results 



Players Are Happy Again 
  Transparency + addressing their 
concerns 

  Now What? 

  Give them agency in the 
development process! 



Agency 



Co-development- World Map 



Co-Development – How? 
V1 (7/16) Weekend alpha release: mixed reviews, 
but we got a lot of good feedback from actual 
comments and from behavioral data 
 
V2 (10/16) Private beta: invited top influencers from 
Ashenvale Alliance to participate   

 

V3 (2017) Full rollout with general population: 
influencers helping to promote the launch 



Player Suggestions 
Implemented 
  Make map heterogeneous instead of 
homogenous 
–  Add bottlenecks and points of control to the 

map to make it more interesting 

   Add roles into world map 
  Let players elect governors, marshals and 

bankers who are needed to carry out 
important tasks on the islands they control 

  Land-based battles vs. sea-based battles 



Results 

Before After

Time Spent in Game
Before After

Player Love



Players Are Happy and Have Agency 

  Now What? 

   Empower the community to 
create more! 



Empowerment 



Engaging on Twitch 

 
   Twitch 

–  Create a new dragon 
–  Create a new portrait 



Necroth!! – The People’s Dragon 



Creator’s Faction 



Surprise and Delight Outside the Game 

  Built out our universe with a novel 

   Unique event rewards: 3D printed 
figurines  



Our Community is Stronger 



Turning Disenchanted Players into Allies 

Communication 
 1 Agency 

 2 Empowerment / 
Identity 3 
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Questions? 


